James E Beaver
B & A Land LLC
204 Greenbrier Road
Daniels, WV 25832
August 12, 2019
To Whom It May Concern:
My wife and I have worked with the staff at Jarrett Construction and Bastian & Harris Architecture to
construct our new building. We have a 14,000 square foot facility to house both a physical therapy clinic
and a membership gym. Performance Physical Therapy and Fitness Center was constructed to meet the
needs of our small town in Southern West Virginia. It was our goal to build a facility that would exceed
the expectations in this area. We are able to offer private rooms that maintain a sound limited
environment for patient confidentiality and adequate space for more active rehabilitation for therapy as
needed. Ease of access and ADA compliance was a focus as well. For the membership gym we wanted
to build a facility that offered unique features not currently provided in this area such as Infrared Saunas
in the locker rooms, a top of the line golf simulator and an exercise space that is able to appreciate the
landscape of the surrounding area.
John Jarrett has been involved in this process since the inception of the new facility. He made numerous
trips to review different potential sites before we choose the current location. John Harris of Bastian &
Harris joined in the process once we obtained the site for construction. The two Johns were able to take
our list of wants, add in their professional suggestions that improved on the original ideas and form a
workable plan for the current building. We have a building with low maintenance yet attractive building
that has been an improvement to the area aesthetically that inspires multiple compliments each week
regarding the building appearance and the functionality of the facility.
The staff at Jarrett Construction have been attentive, professional and efficient throughout the process.
The team including Casey Cantrell, Project Manager and Kevin Martin, Site Superintendent have
changed plans and subcontractors when needed to meet the goal of our construction timeframe and
first-rate construction. From concept, to planning, to building and then to completion this was a large
project for us and a source of increased stress at times as any project like this would be. We are
thankful to have had this team to help us complete our building.
Sincerely,
James E Beaver Jr
Owner

